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***

The most dangerous form of tyranny has raised its head simultaneously in Canada and the
United  States.  The  exercise  of  civil  liberty  is  being  criminalized.  In  Canada  the  city
government of Ottawa with the aid of the US FBI and US Department of Homeland Security
is criminalizing the truckers’ peaceful protest as “a threat to democracy” and is identifying
organizers and participants for arrests and charges. Simultaneously, the US Department of
Homeland Security has declared a domestic terrorism threat in the United States. Truth and
all dissent from the official Covid narrative and Russian narrative have been labeled “false
and  misleading,  misinformation,  and  conspiracy  theories.”  These  alleged  threats  are
“amplified by foreign and domestic threat actors.” See this.

What is the point of a peaceful protest when authorities and media lie and brand it violent
and a threat to democracy? What has happened in Canada is that the elite now know who
the  Canadians  are  who  will  stand  up  for  freedom.  They  have  identified  themselves,  and
being  peaceful  they  will  be  easily  taken  down.

In  the  US,  free  speech  is  now  classified  as  a  threat  to  democracy.  A  recent  DHS
announcement  associates  all  dissent  from  official  narratives  with  “ideological  beliefs  and
personal grievances that pose an ongoing threat to the nation.” Such “threat actors” are
seeking to “sow discord or undermine public trust in U.S. government institutions.” The
ruling elite  are very disturbed that  the Covid and Russian narratives are losing public
support and is desperate to stop the exposure of these two official lies.

Like Joseph Stalin, the US DHS is creating with its own disinformation a legal framework for
prosecuting or confining to indefinite detention any and every person who confronts official
lies with truth. Included in the misinformation that sows discord and undermines public trust
in  government  are  allegations  of  electoral  fraud.  The  DHS  adds  to  the  massive  file  of
dangerous  speech  the  airline  companies’  warnings  about  5G  cellular  technology.  The
establishment is going to use force to protect its lies.

The DHS has no legislative power to criminalize civil liberty, but is nevertheless doing so.
The courts would probably block some or all of the attempted prosecutions. But remember,
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the George W. Bush regime claimed the right to hold American citizens indefinitely without
presenting evidence to a court. The American people made fearful by an alleged “terrorist
threat” went along with this and other infringements of our constitutional protections. The
day the PATRIOT Act passed marked America’s turn toward tyranny.

In the early days of Nazi Germany before the Nazis had set up their own court system, Nazi
prosecutions were often dismissed by German courts. However, as soon as the released
person walked out of the court,  the Gestapo again arrested him and subjected him to
indefinite  detention  in  a  concentration  camp.  This,  I  fear,  will  be  the  fate  of  all  dissenters
from the lies ensconced as official narratives throughout the “free West.”

Notice that no one in the Ottawa government and no one in the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation respects freedom. Unless people from all  over Canada pour into Ottawa in
support of the truckers, thereby creating a cause too large to be suppressed, the truckers
will  suffer  the fate  of  the “Trump insurrectionists.”  If  the Ottawa government  survives  the
truckers’  protest,  it  will  no longer be possible to hold government accountable.  Voting
Trudeau out will achieve nothing as his replacement will be the same servant of the ruling
elite serving secret agendas. By the end of this year we should know whether accountable
government is any longer possible in the “free West.”

Here Is Steve Kirsch’s List of the real Covid Disinformation Spreaders

President Joe Biden
CDC Director Rochelle Walensky
NIAID Director Anthony Fauci,
 US Surgeon General Vivek Murthy
 Bill Gates
FDA Commissioner Janet Woodcock
COVID-19 Guidelines Chairman Cliff Lane
Tom Shimabukuro (CDC vaccine expert)
John Su (CDC, VAERS expert)
Steven A. Anderson (FDA), the top vaccine safety official at the FDA
Gavin Newsom, Governor of California
Dr. Richard Pan, California State Senator
YouTube
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn
Medium
Nextdoor
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